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and that person cannot be the absentee, but nevertheless the
movables must be in the possession of some person in England
and therefore, as Foote remarks, there will 'seldom be any
difficulty as to finding a suitable defendant at home, without
seeking one abroad*.1
Suppose, for instance, that a set of Dresden china belonging to 7",
a French national domiciled and resident in France, is stored in a
London warehouse. The plaintiff, Jif, an Englishman, alleges that by
a contract made in France in the French form he agreed to buy the
china and that he paid the price, but that Y refuses to put the goods at
his disposal*
X cannot sue T in the English court for breach of contract,
but he can bring an action of detinue against the warehouse-
man. The latter, having no claim to the ownership of the goods
himself and being now faced with two adverse claims to them,
can apply for an interpleader summons with a view to making
T a party to the action. If he is successful and if further he
obtains "the leave of the court to serve notice of the summons
on T in France,2 the position as regards jurisdiction is the
same as if T had been served with a writ while present in
England. Interpleader relief is not granted unless the applicant
undertakes to dispose of the subject-matter of the action in such
a manner as the court may order,3 In this indirect manner,
therefore, a claim against movables situated in England will
normally be sustainable even against a person abroad under
whose control they happen, to be.
(^jurisdiction to stay actions*
y     >phe wide jurisdiction that all sovereign powers arrogate to
of plurality   ,	,	J,        .	-i i     /•      i- •        -&r	.	,&
of actions themselves makes it possible for litigation concerning the same
matter to occur contemporaneously in two or more different
countries. A person, for instance, who commits a tort in Paris
may be sued, not only in France, but also in England if a writ
is served upon him during his presence in this country. Again,
if a libel is published in a Paris newspaper, a few copies of
which have been sold in England, permission to serve notice
of a writ upon the defendants may be given under O. 11, R. i
(ei)y$ notwithstanding that proceedings have already been insti-
1 Private International Law (jth ed.), p. 281.
* R.S.C. Order 11, R; 8A (*).	^         3 R.S.C. Order 57, R, 2 (*).
4	As for the jurisdiction to stay an action in England where the parties to a
contract have agreed to refer disputes to a foreign tribunal, see infra, p. 222,
5	Supra, p. 116.

